
ComparisonsofSpatial
Approximations

cv BRY SYSTEMATIC ANALYSES can be carried out campar

ing some nodal methods, such as the Analytic Nodal

Method, with mesh centered finite differences meth

ods. A good comparison can be made using a quite

realistic CANDU-6 reactor model. This comparison is the subject of

this chapter. It is an investigation that was carried out not too long ago,

and is in the process ofbeing published in a scientific journal (Accepted

for publication, October 1997, Annals of Nuclear Energy, by Jean

Koclas).

Analytic Nodal Method

The Analytic Nodal Method was derived at MIT in the late seventies. It

is derived following exactly the same steps we have used in chapter 15,
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Mesh Centered Finite Differences, page 161. However, it does not trun

cate the exponential matrices, using exact expressions for the matrix

exponentials that appear. It also assu,:nes a quadratic approximation to

the transverse leakage terms, by fitting the average transverse leakages

to a quadratic polynomial.The resulting equations are then solved ana

lytically. Therefore, the mesh centered finite differences are the lowest

order approximation to this nodal method.

It is of interest to compare the results of a CANDU reactor calculation

performed with the Analytic Nodal Method, and with the Mesh Cen

tered Finite Differences. This provides an independent verification that

the methods in use for reactor analysis, and the mesh spacings as well,

are adequate for their purposes. The calculations are all performed for

the reactor in the steady state.

Reactor Model

We use in this analysis the reactor model described in chapter 6, Spa

tial Mesh Considerations, page 49. However, there is the presence of 21

adjuster rods, and 14 zone controllers that will have a strong flux flat

tening effect. Structural materials are absent from the model used, and

Xenon-135 distribution in the core was not taken into account. The

axial notch in the reflector thickness was not modeled either, to sim

plify the geometry description in the Analytic Nodal Model computer

code.
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Comparisons

We use the Analytic Nodal Metbod with the quadratic leakage ap?rox

imation as a reference. The effect of two lower leakage approximations

are examined, one with a flat or constant leakage across the node inter

faces) and one with zer.;) leakage.

Then variations on the coarse mesh finite difference methods are

examined. We stan with a quadratic leakage approximation, then a flat

leakage, and finally a zero leakage (the standard method) approxima·

tion.

Eff~cti..e Multiplication Factors

As a first measure oferror, we stllllffiarize in a table the Kerf of the var

ious approximations.

TABLE 3. Effective Mu!tipiication Facmr Comparisons

Leakage KeffMethod Approximation % Difference

ANM Quadratic 1,0300977 -
ANM Flat 1,0302858 0,018260

.A-NM 0 1,02997J9 -0,012018

MCFD Quadratic 1,0304341 0,032657

MCFD Flat 1,0306158 0,050296

MCFD 0 1.0302292 0.012766

It is obvious from this table that the Analytic Nodal Method, with any

of the spatial approJcimations, is superior to the Mesh Centered Finite

Differences. This is a good indication that the intra node flux shape
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plays an important role in the accuracy of the method. It also appears

that neglecting entirely the transverse leakages in Mesh Centered

Finite Differences gives better multiplication factors than when the

leakages are present. This may be due to some kind of error cancella

tion.

However, it is also a fact that the K eff is not the only performance

indicator available. The errors on the fluxes is also very important, and

probably the most important factor, because many safety related

parameters are related to the fluxes.

Errors on the Fluxes

In order to estimate t.1}e errors on the flux distributions, the reactor

core was divided in nine very coarse regions. over which the fluxes

were averaged. This is shown on Figure 11, «Coarse Regions for Flux

Averages", page 202.

The average fluxes for each of the studied methods appear on

Figure 12, "Flux Distribution", page 203. The corresponding errors,

using the Analytic Nodtll Method as as reference, are shown on

Figure 13,"Errors on the Fluxes", page 204.

Once again, we can infer that any of the Analytic Nodal Method

approximations are superior to any of the Mesh Centered Finite Differ

ences. Is is also quite clear that quadratic leakage approximations dete

riorate the performance of the Mesh Centered Finite Differences.

Overall. it seems that a fiat transverse leakage approximation tends to
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improve the flux distribution, albeit marginally. The error histograms

of the full 3-D fluxes are shown on Figure 14, "Error Histogram for

ANM-Flat Transverse Leakages", page 205, to Figure 18, «Error Histo

gram for CMFD-O Transverse Leakages", page 209, and they also help

confirm this conclusion.

The question is still an open one. In statics calculations. is it preferable

to increase the number of unknown leakages with a nat leakage term,

or is it better to use a finer m~sh with zero leakages? Of course, if space

time kinetics calculations are to follow, it seems that the extra

unknowns of the flat leakage approximation are "better" th:m the extra

mesh points, because they do not involve extra delayed precurS0f

unknowns to carry along in the computation. Some work is still

needed to elucidate all of this.
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FIGURE 11. Coarse Regions for Flux Averages
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FIGURE 12. Flux Distribution
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FIGU~~ 13. Errors on the Fluxes
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FIGUf(E 14. Error Histogram for ANM-Flat Transverse Leakages
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fiGURE 15. Error Histogram for ANM-Zero Transverse leakages
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FIGURE 16. Error Histogram for CMFD-Q:Jadratic Transverse Leakages
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FIGURE 17. Error Histogram for CMFD-Flat Transv<.!rse leakages
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fiGURE 18. Error Histogram for CMFD-O Transverse Leakages
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